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Background: Problematic Internet use (PIU) encompasses various online activities. The pur-
pose of this study was to examine the relationships between PIU, academic achievement and 
socioeconomic status among adolescents in Serbia. Methods: The study sample was recruited 
from 48 schools and included 2113 adolescents (56% girls). Their mean age was 16.73. 
The Internet Use Disorder Scale (IUDS; α=0.944) was administered to students, with higher 
scores indicating greater Internet use-related difficulties. Results: There was an inverse rela-
tionship between the level of academic achievement and scores on the IUDS. Thus, students 
with best achievement had lowest scores on the IUDS (34.67 ± 12.10), followed by students 
with very good achievement (38.41 ± 14.10), those with good achievement (41.27 ± 15.81) 
and students with passable achievement (45.5 ± 16.67). The differences between these scores 
were statistically significant (F (3.1996) = 26.60; p< 0.05). A similar, inverse relationship was 
found between the socioeconomic status and scores on the IUDS, with students from a lower 
socioeconomic status scoring significantly higher on the IUDS (F (4.1982) = 3.23;p< 0.05). 
Conclusions: These findings call for longitudinal studies of problematic Internet use in ado-
lescents with various academic achievements and from different socioeconomic backgrounds 
to establish any causal links between these variables.
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Background: At the time in the field of behavioural addictions, when the basic definitions 
and conceptualisation of behavioural addictions is in question, we intend to highlight the 
problematic practice of physical exercise (PPPE). This addiction faces a significant prob-
lem with respect to definitions, epidemiology, models, diagnostic criteria and measurement 
scales. Method: Through a clinical case study at the CAPS (Centre d'Accompagnement et de 
Prévention pour les Sportifs, Bordeaux, France) in 2014, we throw light upon the different 
aspects of this addiction, particularly its co-occurrence with eating disorders and methods 


